
NOEL CRAINE

On the Central Tower of Paine

(Plates 39-41)

The wind, the bfUkgroundanddirectorofevery Patagonianforay, whips through
the trees. The sounds, subtly different in efUh area from Tower to valley, are a
constant fUcompaniment. The aim is to get high when it drops, to use the
opportunities, rareyetgolden, thatarrive betweenfront afterfront ofbad weather.
Yesterday the windpicked up withfresh vengeance, a smallyetpowerfUL blast of
afew hours laced snow andsound sufficient to force one to dig deep. Theforest
answers bfUk with creaks and groans and the roar of surf. A beautifUL place,
tentative yet fUll of life, evolution at the extreme edge. The huge tree-trunks
found in the sheltered spots drop in size with increased altitude, sheltering the
occasionalorchidcluster, becoming eversmallerbeforegiving way to moss, lichen
andfinally rock, snow and ice. Ever changing yet in our human life span so
barren. Who knows thepastorfUture colonisation ofthisplfUe? We live injust
oneframe of thefilm. The bird life one respectsfor the audfUity of living in such
an environment, the unexpectedpatrollingfox, bold in its visits to base camp.

Andso here I lie, tired and aching, eating and resting. Slowly the route takes
shape. Initially itseems distant, gradually apicture develops, lessons are learned,
plans change, weather dictates the pfUe.

Diary entry, 24th January 1997

T he phone never stopped ringing in the last week before our departure.
Attempting to co-ordinate myself (hard enough), Simon (an island of

sanity) and Strappo (professionally disorganised) was a fair old challenge.
Inevitably we made it, successfully negotiating New Year in Buenos Aires
and arriving in the Torres National Park having lost nothing but sleep.
Simon assumed the role of expedition treasurer, while Strappo and I con
centrated on buying provisions, including essentials like red wine, lemon,
sugar and Pisco. Horses were procured, rucksacks packed and an attempt
on base camp launched.

Stage one was reasonably successful: loaded with vast amounts of food
and climbing gear, we reached our first objective - the 'Campimento
Japanese'- early in January 1997. Our base camp, situated amongst tall
trees on the bank of the river Ascensio, was a fine venue. Graced by a hut
made of rough-hewn timber and tarpaulin, it provided clean water and
shelter from the wind, and was to become both a relaxing home and the
scene of a few of its own little adventures.
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Our initial objective, the South Ridge on the South Tower of Paine, was
'occupado' by a team of Swiss climbers. Three years previously they had
arrived on Baffin Island to find their objective, the route that Paul Pritchard,
Steve Quinlan, Jordi Tosa and myself were privileged to climb, similarly
occupied. Our pleasure at meeting our Swiss friends again made up for
our slight disappointment about the route, and we turned our attention
instead to the Ascencio Valley on the west side of the Torres.

An initial load-carrying foray up the moraine and into the wind revealed
a beautiful objective - a new line on the huge orange wall, left of Wild Wild
West. We huddled behind boulders in an attempt to hold binoculars steady
enough to trace a potential line. Previously climbed as the start to the
Basque route Kanterarik ez, a series of grooves and cracks led, with a little
imagination and the odd pendulum, to a snaking overhanging groove line
gracefully winding its way towards the broken ground that led to the summit
towers. We agreed that the line looked feasible and safe from objective
danger. All we needed were a couple of weeks' good weather.

Base camp was shared with a small number of other teams. Chilean,
British, Swiss, American, Canadian and Brazilian climbers appeared over
the ensuing weeks, each group having its own objectives, ideas and brand
of entertainment. Thankfully the atmosphere was good, there were no
character clashes and an enjoyable blend of international humour developed.
With the exception of 'les Swiss', all the other teams were sensibly
attempting the Alpiqe-style routes which abound in the area. With a total
of half-a-dozen climbable days over two months, this was probably not a
bad idea. We lacked such insight and convinced ourselves that this year
would be different. Needless to say we were spectacularly wrong.

To climb a 'big wall' one must first reach its base. Photographs tend to
shrink approach gullies - or maybe one just ignores them in the general
enthusiasm to tackle the route. In this case we had not really thought much
about the logistics of getting ourselves and our gear to the base of the wall.
Fortuitously a 3000ft snow gully appeared, as if by magic, a day before we
set off. This gully was to become a well-trodden route, and changed its
character to suit our mood. On certain days it would yield only to the
crampon and axe, giving tiring but fast neve for two hours; on other days
it would remain unfrozen and offer three hours of wallowing. On special
occasions it would dramatically avalanche, leaving boiler-plate slabs and
an arduous and circuitous approach up the north gully as the only option.
For the return journey, conditions permitting, our efforts were rewarded
with a very fast bum slide and stupendous views.

Early attempts were encouraging: on our first time up the gully we had
reasonable weather, though high winds. We managed just two pitches,
carrying huge loads, followed by a rapid bum slide back to our bivvy. After
supper and rehydration and oh so short a sleep, we reloaded and toiled up
again, this time in better weather, as the wind dropped and the sun came
out. Simon led a beautiful technical bridging pitch of about E4 on good
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rock, and after two more easier pitches we were at the ledges: at last we
had reached a feature! Full 60-metre pitches were the way to go, speeding
things up and dramatically reducing the number of belays. A large rack,
however, was required for this approach. An hour of hauling saw us reunited
with the haul sack, and as the sun was rapidly being replaced by snow and
wind and conditions became more and more like the Cairngorm plateau,
we abseiled back down the fIxed ropes, wrestling with knots and cold fmgers,
and wondering whether the sun and chalk bags of a few hours previously
had all been a dream. Later, down on the moraine, drenched and cold, we
reminded ourselves that, as Patagonian weather goes, the previous 24-hour
spell of good weather was something to be grateful for.

During the next few weeks the weather remained unremittingly bad. The
rain that swept base camp turned to snow, branches collapsed off trees (one
landed on Strappo's tent, thankfully missing him). When the last of the
Pisco was gone the true desperation of our situation became apparent 
surely the weather had to improve. Time and time again we went through
the routine of the 2am, 4am and 6am weather checks. We tried bivvying
on the moraine, below the North Tower. We attempted to dig a tent into
the moraine ... each time the wind laughed at our efforts, and after two
tents had been wrecked, and we had been sent scurrying back to base from
the moraine, the gully and the wall, we began to examine our sanity.

Each bivvy received a name. The boldest effort, a little two-man tent
made cosy by the presence of three, became known as 'the prayer flag'. It
didn't last long - in fact we used it for one night only before it was claimed
as its own by the ice and wind. And then the real piece de resistance: a night
out in an AS double portaledge fly, with no sleeping-bags or mats or
supper. Balanced on a dubious snow ledge directly below the tower, it was
memorable, companionable ... and wonderfully ineffective.

During a window sandwiched between a huge snowstorm that buried
everything - necessitating hours of digging to recover essential gear from
the base of the fIxed ropes - and an equally vicious mix of ice and wind, we
managed to reach the base of the wonderful snaking groove line after a fme
lead in a high wind from Strappo and some cold pendulums and frantic
scrabbling from myself. Hanging on a rather dubious nut braced at the end
of a successfully latched pendulum, I looked back at Sirnon and Strappo,
shivering, uncomplaining, distant, while waves of spindrift swept down
between us. I realised it was time to bail.

Our retreat down the fIxed ropes came not a moment too soon, as spindrift
or viento blanco piled down, almost suffocating us in its intensity. We needed
to concentrate and relax, and keep moving when we hit the gully, since the
avalanche risk was increasing by the minute. Base camp beckoned and we
descended to the pleasures of the valley. We were down to lentils and rice
but, although gratefully eaten, this was not quite what one had hoped for.
However, base camp was a welcome contrast to the constant wind battering
on the moraine.
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60m pitches
Grades approximate
Light peg rack
3 sets Friends to V Big
3 sets wires
RPs
No bolts

3 hours up
snow-filled gully

The 1997 Unfinished British Route
on the North-West Face ofthe
Central Tower of Paine
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We finished our late supper and sat talking before drifting off to our tents
and much-needed sleep. At 1.30am I was awoken by a shout. Slowly
consciousness kicked in and I became aware of a great roaring sound and a
golden glow through the tent. Quickly I unzipped the door and was greeted
by the wild sight of the base camp hut in full blaze. The Canadians were
up and shouting. I yelled at Strappo, still sleeping and closest to the blaze,
and seconds later he joined us. Dumbfounded, we watched the beautiful
wooden shelter, food and equipment light the night. The intensity of the
blaze was frightening as flames licked the top of the forest canopy. The
horrifying prospect of a full-scale forest fire, with us as the cause, flashed
through my mind. Then arcs of flame seared through the trees as the
explosions started - first two full petrol stoves and then six or seven gas
canisters. Strappo rushed forward to drag away a sack containing the
remaining 20 gas canisters from the vicinity of the fire. Five minutes into
wakefulness, I realised that the atrociou~weather was for once in our favour,
that the trees were just too wet really to get going. Thus encouraged, we
turned our attention to fire-fighting. Seizing a blue barrel and a couple of
large pans, we started a frenzy of water-ferrying and throwing. Two hours
later, exhausted and fIlthy, we had the fire under control.

Daylight brought a scene of devastation. Burnt timbers and twisted metal
steamed gently as, in low spirits, we set about the task of cleaning up.
Evidence of the destruction would have to be concealed to the best of our
ability and, enlisting the assistance of four kind trekkers, we hid the worst
of the ashes and timber in the forest. The authorities arrived just as the
final touches were being made to the camp. They seemed remarkably
unphased - it would appear that fires were not uncommon. That evening
we took stock. We could manage without our surplus equipment but the
food loss required a restock, and a bedraggled multinational party headed
off to Puerto Natales. The cause of the fire remained unknown - maybe an
ember blown back down the chimney or a candle left burning. Anyway,
such was the general ease of the camp that nobody was blamed.

The trip to town, though frustrating, had its advantages and served to
refuel our muscles and flagging spirits. Forty-eight hours later we were
back, having managed to get from Puerto Natales to the moraine in a day.
With only a few more days available to us we decided to forsake the comfort
of the forest, move wholesale up onto the moraine and sit out any storms
within sight of the tower. Despite being only an hour or so closer, the
advanced base camp had the advantage of being an instant weather station
- the 2am weather check could be performed without leaving our pit. For
four or five days we lay in ever-increasing squalor and listened to the wind,
the food became more like grit, stubble grew, the books were read, the
adventures of Don Quixote finished. Finally the wind relented, the spindrift
ceased to encase the mountain in its swirling shroud and we were off.

In the early hours one tends not to feel one's best and as we slogged up
the gully for the thirteenth time our emotions were low. When the dawn
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came our enthusiasm increased, and three hours later I was swinging on a
windy belay after leading a beautiful pitch - a perfect, clean, crack in a
gently overhanging corner, long and sustained and with not too many
footholds. My hands were numb, and in places snow mixed with chalk and
scraped my knuckles. There was more of the same for Strappo, this time
with a little more ice in the corner and a short blank section that succumbed
to the charm of RPs. And then it was Simon's turn again.

We really felt we were motoring, swinging leads working well together.
This is why we do it, why we try again and again. Simon's pitch, we hoped,
would lead us to easier ground - a deep chimney gently overhanging and
closing to a difficult exit. He paused, tried the move free and with a muf
fled cry of frustration rising up through three pile jackets and a Gore-Tex,
resorted to an aid point; we didn't hold it against him and minutes later we
were jugging up to join him.

All day the wind had been blowing hard. These were borderline
conditions, just bearable, the constant march of high cirrus and tell-tale
mackerel skies promised us that bad weather was very close. We convened
on a small ledge and discussed our options. Darkness was only 30 minutes
away and the weather should, by rights, be about to turn ugly. I suggested
caution, since getting benighted in a big storm high up and a long way
from the fixed ropes was to be avoided. We descended into the night,
knowing that, by accepting a huge jumaring effort, we should be able to
top out next time. ,

Sliding down the pitch-black ropes I saw stars ... this wasn't right, the
pattern was not being followed. Later, on the moraine, exhausted and
speecWess, we realised that the clouds, reliable signs for six weeks, had
deceived us. Searching for a reason, we realised that the signals were the
end of a front rather than an imminent storm. We had climbed through a
weak depression and now we sat, completely wasted, dehydrated and gutted,
in a period of fine weather. The torture did not last long. By midday next
day the wicked winds had returned, but the damage had been done ... we
could have summited.

Picking ourselves up mentally, we realised we had one more go left in us.
Sadly, at the eleventh hour, Strappo had to leave us and return home; we
missed him greatly. We needed his random bouts of wild enthusiasm and
his non-stop entertainment during the long bivouacs. It was with mixed
feelings that Simon and I prepared for one more go. The knowledge that
we could have topped out, the lack of a third member of the team, and our
mental weariness made the inevitable routine of early start, slog andjumar
seem even more daunting than usual.

The weather kept us pinned down for a couple of days and then at 2am
all seemed quiet and the nausea returned as I stumbled over boulders and
up into the gully. Simon always seems so irritatingly fit and efficient.
I struggled to keep up with him and, in the darkness, watched his head
torch slowly creep away up the steep slope.
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... Crash and cordite ... rockfall ... my early morning reverie is disturbed
and I run in full adrenalin-inspired action across the gully to avoid a fusillade
of large rocks, the first such incident on the whole trip. The sudden exertion
sends my heart racing; I feel sick and nearly pass out. Simon is OK above
the rockfall and is shouting enquiries as to my health. After a few minutes
rest I continue, with heavy limbs, the slow, unrelenting, uphill plod.

In the fIrst rays of dawn, when a beautiful triangle of sunlight illum
inates the Escudo, our spirits lift. We are high enough now to see over the
ridges, and the explosions of orange cloud inspire us to press on. We choose
to ignore the lazy wind and the high cirrus. We reach the ropes, stop,
drink, check and double check: spare fIlm, food, head torch. Then the
slow rhythm of jumaring takes over from the long haul of the gully; right
shoulder scrapes against the groove eating through Gore-Tex. Pitch after
pitch, and then Simon, ahead as ever, stops and looks concerned as I near
the belay. He points at the next rope - it looks strange around its upper
anchor. We fear a fraying has occurred over an edge, but it still holds body
weight. We take stock and fInd that we have, purely by chance, fIve rocks,
one RP and a few spare krabs.

I free the fIxed rope on the pitch below and tie into it as if leading. Simon
belays and I commence a worrying jumar. Like a card player, I don't want
to play my trump cards too soon. I place the fIrst of the wires and jumar on.
Fifty feet out from the belay I'm beginning to think the rope may last, though
the runners have dwindled. A large fall onto a non-stretch rope may be fme
for some, but I wish to avoid it. Leaning back I scrutinise the belay, and the
realisation hits me with the change of perspective. Not only is the rope I am
on looking bad but the next rope is completely absent from the crux pitch.
A short length of a few feet flaps around the upper belay - in a moment I
realise it's all over. We will not reach the summit. Our rack and lead ropes
are up at the top, and our spirits way down below. I abseil back to Simon
and together we begin the long road back to the rest of our lives.

Summary: Noel Craine, Roger 'Strappo' Hughes and Simon Nadin made
13 attempts on the Central Tower of Paine between 8 January and 10 March
1997. Their aim was to climb a new line between the 1963 Bonington/
Whillans Route and the huge corner system to the right. They also aimed
to make an entirely free ascent of the Central Tower, something that has
yet to be achieved. They followed a line up an S-shaped crack and corner
system as far as the junction with the 1991 Spanish route Kanterarik ez.
Leaving their climbing ropes and equipment at this high point, the three
descended in appalling weather to await the next fIne day. When this day
occurred (Hughes having been obliged to return home), Craine and Nadin
found that the rope at the eighth and crux pitch had been shredded and
blown off the face by the wind. Unable to ascend past this point, and with
all their gear above, the two had no option but to give up the climb. The
line, on which no bolts were placed, remains to be completed to the summit.



39. The W Face of the Central Tower of Paine,
Patagonia. The route climbs the wall below
the heavy ice encrustings. (Noel Craine)

40. Simon Nadin climbing on lower slabs.
(Noel Craine) (P102)

41. Simon climbing the penultimate pitch before the high point. (Noel Craine) (P102)
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